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Ready? Set? Dino Dash!
This hilarious video shows people wearing T-rex
costumes racing at the Emerald Downs racetrack
in Auburn, Washington.

 
Robotic Berry Picker
A model of efficiency, this machine picks only ripe
strawberries and prepares them for shipment to
your local grocer.

Dubious Door-to-Door
Be wary as there have been recent door-to-door DishTV salesman using a variety of unsavory tactics
such as posing as partners of Cunningham Telephone & Cable or spreading false information to make
a quick sale. It's unfortunate to have out-of-town sales contractors resort to these type of tactics but
there are some things you can do to protect yourself. For your safety please note that Cunningham
employees are required to wear Cunningham-branded clothing and are driving a Cunningham-marked
vehicle. If you have someone you don't recognize come to your door saying they are acting on our
behalf, the easiest thing to do is to call one of our local offices to verify their identity or what they might
be telling you. We'll appreciate the call and do what we can to help keep our communities safer.

 
The Spruce
"Make your best home" with
great ideas for dÃ©cor,
gardening, repairs, cleaning,
and celebrations. Learn more...

 
Book Riot
Whether you're into mystery,
romance, sci-fi, or comics, this
site has something for any
reader. Learn more...

 
Emmys
Keep up with the latest on the
TV awards, plus see photos,
interviews, and backstage
action. Learn more...
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Epic Football Party Snacks
These three recipes will help you score big on
game day or any day. Each one is easy to make
and delicious to eat.

 
White Bread Quiche
Short on time, but want to make a satisfying
brunch? Use bread in place of pastry crust for a
beautiful, filling quiche.

 
Dad On The Move
This dad takes the "teach by example" suggestion
to an extreme, showing off his basketball moves
for his toddler son.

 
Catch A Wave
Want to relive your last tropical vacation? Just
watch this video, which features gorgeous waves
of stunning blue water.

 
Fix That Annoying Hole In The Wall
Master contractor Ed Del Grande shares secrets
for finally patching the hole that drives you crazy
every time you walk by.

 
Repair Driveway Cracks Like A Pro
You don't need to be an expert to follow these
steps and make those unsightly concrete
driveway cracks go away for good.
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